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HASTINGS AIR ENERGY CONTROL, INC. ANNOUNCES EXPANDED TECHNOLOGY EXPERIENCE CENTER 
 

Interactive showroom enables hands-on demonstrations of air filtration products and energy-saving systems 
 
NEW BERLIN, Wisconsin (Nov. 4, 2013) – Hastings Air Energy Control, Inc., a full-service provider of in-plant air 

filtration systems, replacement filters and vehicle exhaust removal products, has expanded their Technology 

Experience Center to include additional features and capabilities. Hastings created the Technology Experience 

Center to allow visitors to see their full suite of products in action. This helps organizations determine which 

equipment is most appropriate for their specific needs, as they can see the products functioning in a real-world 

environment. 

 

“No facility we know of offers such a wide variety of equipment, cutting-edge energy management technology and 

working examples of safety products related to process ventilation,” said David Bohrer, President of Hastings. “The 

Center is designed to give visitors the opportunity to truly experience the air control solutions Hastings offers. By 

interacting directly with the equipment and seeing how the different pieces function in a working environment, our 

guests can easily envision the impact our air control solutions can have in their facilities.” 

 

The existing showroom has undergone a 4,600-square-foot expansion, enabling Hastings to install the latest 

equipment and demonstrate the most revolutionary technology in the world of process ventilation. All of the 
equipment on display is manufactured by Hastings’ experienced, innovative vendor partners, who understand the 

importance of quality engineering and maintain a strict focus on durability, usability, code compliance and user 

ergonomics. The center features the full suite of Hastings’ product offering, including innovative collection and 

removal technology for the following application areas: grinding and sanding dust, vehicle exhaust, welding fume and 

oil mist. 
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The Technology Experience Center also highlights multiple ivec™ models, which provide automated process controls 

for the dust collection and air filtration systems on display. This “intelligent ventilation and energy control system” can 

help save energy and reduce maintenance costs, while increasing productivity and extending equipment life.  

 

The Technology Experience Center will be open to the public on Tuesday, November 12 and Wednesday, November 

13, 2013 from 8 am to 5 pm. During this grand opening event, visitors will receive guided tours and see hands-on 
demonstrations of various equipment, including energy control systems and proprietary smoke detection devices. 

After the opening, the Technology Experience Center will be open Monday through Friday from 8 am to 5 pm or by 

appointment. 

 

About Hastings 
Hastings Air Energy Control, Inc. is the region’s leading full service provider of process ventilation systems, vehicle 
exhaust removal systems, air filters and energy saving ventilation controls. In addition to representing the industry’s 

leading product lines since 1969, Hastings also offers comprehensive service resources, including facility 

assessments, system design and turnkey installation. For more information, visit www.hastingsair.com. 

 
 

	  

	  

	  


